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A Latin American Reservoir in the MACBA Collection

Ivo Mesquita

Like a curatorial snippet, this text presents a selective and organising overview of the
significant body of work of Latin American artists – about sixty from different genera-
tions – within the extensive MACBA Collection. It focuses on the works in collections,
excluding the artists’ books and background documents that are discussed at the end 
of this text. It is a mapping exercise seeking to identify and articulate some thematic or
historical nuclei, to establish a genealogy or lineage between the various gathered works
and to point out opportunities for further reading and interpretation in relation to 
the institution’s history, conceptual parameters and the Collection’s creation. Just as the
museum of contemporary art cannot be perceived as something complete and finished,
like a homogeneous narrative, this set of works by Latin American or Latin America-
related artists is a kind of reservoir of works with original perspectives, unique imagi-
naries, identity and experiences of otherness, something pertinent to the spirit, time
and specific qualities that reside in the MACBA Museu d’Art Contemporani de
Barcelona and set it in motion.
As with all public and state museums, the shaping of this Latin American portfolio

initially reflects the eclecticism of public policy on art and culture prior to the emergence
of the museum as the responsible institution. The initial core is therefore created 
randomly from Catalan government, Barcelona City Council and the MACBA Founda-
tion procurement procedures and donations to public organisations, composed of artists’
works that were included in the Consortium holdings. The works and their respective
authors represent something unique about the conceptual and historical parameters
that guide the MACBA Col lection. Some of the more prominent figures such as Wifredo
Lam (–) and Fernando Botero (), albeit modestly represented, line up
with artists from more recent generations like Roser Bru (), Luis Muller Fontana
(), Luis Chacón (–), Alfredo Cès Lara (), Adolfo Estrada (), 
Alberto Reyna () and Patricio Vélez (), painters and sculptors with works from
the seventies. But it is difficult to understand and evaluate the works (particularly of this
second group, which is more closely related to the historical period represented by 
the MACBA Collection) without contextualising these productions, since they did not
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or have not circulated beyond their places of origin. Except for the Spanish artists, a
telling transnationality is noticeable in the artists’ production collected by the museum.
Perhaps the surprise of finding the genre painter Dario Mecatti (–) among

this group, an Italian who immigrated to Brazil, offers some insight into the processes
to incorporate these works as public property. After graduating in Florence in the 
thirties, Mecatti lived as a travelling artist between North Africa, Portugal and Spain,
becoming an expert in urban scenes (Paris, , in the Collection) and Orientalist 
fantasies, desert scenes, markets, sheikhs and odalisques, an idealistic and anachronistic
vision of the Mediterranean imaginary and culture. He moved to Brazil in , where
he trained many artists and enjoyed success and recognition with traditional fine art 
collectors. His biography reports an exhibition in Barcelona between  and ,
the year he donated the painting to the city.
The most significant work in the Government of Catalonia’s collection is the instal-

lation El día que me quieras () by Alfredo Jaar (), the first project developed by
the artist especially for an exhibition in Spain. This is an important and original work
in his career, involving the audience with powerful imagery-based strategies of enchant-
ment to directly and incisively reveal and capture a specific moment in the character of
the Latin American relationship with ‘the motherland’, mirroring Franco and Pinochet.
It is one of the few studies in MACBA’s Latin American Collection that addresses issues
of historical, emotional and cultural relations between Spain and Latin America.
From this first segment of the collection, works by two historical Latin American

artists, Joaquín Torres-García (–) and Lucio Fontana (–), form part
of the same modernist reserve, alongside others by Lam, Botero and the gouaches of
Xul Solar (–) on long-term loan to the museum. Torres-García comes with a
precious group of five small wooden sculptures made between  and , which in
addition to the plastic and historical value they represent in the artist’s work, can be
smart and powerful pieces when articulated by curators with other works by artists 
represented in the Collection. With an exemplary work of his, the magnificent painting
Concetto spaziale (), Fontana makes a significant contribution to the first historical
core of the Collection: materic abstraction.
Three other artists emerge after this first generation of Latin Americans, historical

figures of contemporary art who exerted great influence over the coming generations:
Gego (–), León Ferrari (–) and Hélio Oiticica (–). From 
different museum collections, all three are represented by important and fully articulated
work in art and politics, institutional critique and process, some of the avant-garde issues
of the sixties and seventies that constitute the outstanding nuclei of the Collection.
Since , the long-term loan of the Fundación Gego at MACBA has consisted 

of around sixty works, including sculptures, objects, drawings, collages and designs 
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produced between  and  that describe the artist’s career and the unfolding of
her artistic project in a timely and concise manner: problematisation or deconstruction,
with a sensitive intelligence and delicate determination, of the repertoire of conceptual
and formal references allotted by constructive-concrete tradition, one of the foundations
of contemporaneity in countries such as Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela. León Ferrari
in turn mocks the rationality of modern life, its system of signs, representations and
functionality, with blueprint drawings and prints produced between  and . At
the same time, he is also represented as an important artist and activist, an outspoken
critic of the status quo and the Catholic Church, introducing powerful political and his-
torical components in the Collection: Nosotros no sabíamos (), Nunca más () and
L’Osservatore Romano (). These works are linked with Alfredo Jaar’s aforementioned
installation in a direct way, establishing a historical and cultural issue pertinent to the
museum and the context in which it operates. Closing this segment, Hélio Oiticica’s 
installation (with the collaboration of Neville d’Almeida) CC3-Maileryn. Quasi Cinema
(Block-Experiment in Cosmococa-Program in Progress) () shifts the focus from
macro-political discourse to micro-political experience through its audience interaction
space with multi-sensory appeal, one of the many strategies of what is nowadays con-
sidered part of relational aesthetics.
The ensemble coming from the Brondesbury Holdings Ltd. Collection at MACBA

since  has also gained historical contours. This is a group of  artists with works
produced between the mid-eighties and , precisely the period in which Latin Amer-
ican art was established as a category in the global art scene, whether in the art market,
the perspective of collectors or the point of view of its institutionalisation through 
participation in exhibitions (biennials, fairs) and acquisitions by international museums.
It is a closed collection, with just over one hundred pieces, and is clearly chosen with
particular, passionate and selective (good) taste. More than twenty years later, the works
reveal the freshness and energy of the moment when their authors reached the inter -
national circuit in which they sought to enter their productions. Like many artists 
of that generation at different latitudes, they were expanding the territory of artistic
practices and the contemporary debate on visuality, setting in motion notions of repre-
sentation and identity, language and otherness, high and low culture, institutional cri-
tique, the production of subjectivity, politics, history and memory. The noteworthy
characteristic of the Collection is the quality of the works, often more than two or three
per artist, which allows a perception of the processes and transformations of these pro-
ductions in a given period, as well as the intelligence and density of some of the themes
and issues being debated at that time.
A lean body of works, the set of paintings is extremely representative of the painting

processes of that period. On the one hand, it demonstrates the end of citationism (the
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appropriation of imagery and styles of art history) that guided the painting of the eight-
ies, as in Odessa and L’Enfance du Christ, both from , by Guillermo Kuitca (),
and the Golgotha series () by Pablo Vargas Lugo (), along with the emergence
of personal imaginary, identity narratives, memoirs such as Acupuntar Almal () and
Forget me not () by Julio Galán (–) and Barbara (Com as mãos nos bolsos)
() by José Leonilson (–), and Untitled (Last of Sperm) (), also by
Kuitca. On the other hand, it discloses the various processes that broadened the concept
of painting, their references, the way it was practiced and the extent of their debate.
This set includes noteworthy works such as The Liar and the Copy of the Liar (E. Ribera)
() and Untitled () by Francis Alÿs (); the photographs of Gabriel Orozco
(), particularly Atomist: Offside  (); the painting simulacrum Fleur de Lys
() by Meyer Vaisman (), as well as the hallucinated Pop iconography in 
Tipe-Estación II () and Immigrant’s Daughter () by Manuel Ocampo (),
which, despite being of Philippine origin, is still Latin in its language, in its imaginary
and in the cultural tradition in which it is inscribed.
The set of sculptures and objects gathered in this collection is also very expressive

(despite their modest, household dimensions) since some of its authors became famous
for the ambition and monumentality of their projects. These are works that unravel the
issues of this field in the eighties: they incorporate processes of conceptual nature, 
industrial processes, ready-made processes, seriality and design; others in contrast make
use of organic forms and materials, handcrafts, randomness, evidence of subjectivity
and sensory appeal. On the one hand, we have Waltercio Caldas (), José Damasceno
() and Iran do Espírito Santo (); on the other, we have Tunga (), Valeska
Soares (), Ernesto Neto () and Rivane Neuenschwander (). The highlights
of this set are works by Cildo Meireles (), Inmensa (), a constructivist irony;
Ana Mendieta’s (-) telluric and female forms in five photos of the series Sand-
women (); Doris Salcedo (); violence and memory in three pieces of the series
Atrabiliarios (); the economic and melancholic poetry of a string of light bulbs by
Félix González-Torres (–), in Untitled (Last Light) (); Jac Leirner ()
with a good-humoured critique of the globalised art circuit in Museums (); and José
Antonio Hernández-Díez () with his provocative aesthetic, teen imaginary and
street Pop in San Guinefort () and five pieces from the series Vehículos perfectos
().
The Collection also includes one of the first installations by Francis Alÿs, Canción

para Lupita (), and works by Roberto Obregón (), Miguel Ángel Ríos (),
José Alejandro Restrepo () and Rosângela Rennó (). Despite its quality 
and importance, it is a dated collection, as the artists are still active with established 
careers, except for those who died prematurely. Some of these productions had remark-
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able devel opments and their authors have become contemporary points of reference.
The set deserves continuity and updating, as was done with the acquisition of the sculp-
ture/installation Entrevendo (/ []) by Cildo Meireles in , an important
work by the artist and now one of the highlights of the museum’s Collection.
From the nineties on, the MACBA Collection and the museum as a whole became 

established as a cosmopolitan and international institution representing a wide geo -
graphy of modern and contemporary artistic production affirming the implicit transna-
tional character of the ‘contemporary art’ category at the scale of the Collection’s nearly
,works. It is now the result of the rapid globalisation of the visual arts circuit, with
its growing numbers of biennale-type shows, arts fairs and artistic residence pro-
grammes, as well as the use of art to promote inclusion and international cooperation,
setting in motion a vigorous economy, growing in investment and generating positive
dividends both material and symbolic.
Hence, a significant number of artists became compulsory travellers due to the 

demands of production and movement of labour. The travelling artists of the twentieth
century, mainly represented by migrants, refugees and the politically oppressed, who
greatly contributed to the dissemination of principles and standards such as Western
Modernism, are being replaced by highly qualified and versatile professionals in light
of the new modes of production. In addition to their cultural identity, the passport to
enter globalisation, today they implement a practice that involves all sorts of collabora-
tors and transits through interdisciplinarity, seeking interaction between the individual
and the group. They have been establishing strategies, processes and procedures that
reproduce and adjust within a generous site-specific concept, promoting new formats
and the economy of internationalisation of the visual arts, expanding the territory and
its practices, discussing issues ranging from poetry and the experience of language to
the exercise of micro policy towards a transformation of macro policy.
The works that have been acquired since the beginning of the twenty-first century

reflect this new condition of artistic production. Of note are, on the one hand, works 
that were incorporated through exhibitions produced by the museum where specific 
projects were financed, such as the video installation Voracidad Máxima () by Dias
& Riedweg ( and ), on immigrants, labour and prostitution in Barcelona; or 
Untitled (Dos marcs #2) () and Marcahuasi (–) by Armando Andrade Tudela
(), parts of a semantic reflection on language, representation and perception.
On the other hand, the creation of archives from historiographical and socio-

anthropological research, the recovery of memories and traditions and miscellaneous
narratives, be they true, fictional or both, is a contemporary strategy driven by MACBA,
not only by acquiring collections for its Archive and Library, but also by incorporating
works that push the archive beyond recording and documenting, turning it into actual
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working matter and a subject for reflection. This is the case of El mundo explicado, São
Paulo, Barcelona, ‒ (I) (–) by Erick Beltrán (), a micro-historical
encyclopedia containing different descriptions from interviews in specific locations and
conditions; Recuerdo de las Navidades () by Iñaki Bonillas (), an emboldened
study on family memories and the construction of meaning through images; and Time
divisa (fragmento) (–) by José Antonio Vega Macotela (), the record of a long
performative work process involving exchanges between the artist and a specific homo-
geneous social group.

The museum’s commitment to recovering historical works by contemporary artists
from different latitudes is noteworthy, such as the aforementioned sculpture by Meireles
or seminal installations by David Lamelas (), Situación de tiempo () and 
Film Script (La manipulación del mensaje) (). Both artists are part of the contem-
poraneity proclaimed by the museum’s collections and programmes.

Finally, the aforementioned collection of artists’ books and the extensive collection of
documents, personal files, publications, periodicals, catalogues and graphic material
gathered at the Archive and Library of the MACBA Study Centre should be mentioned
as a fundamental part of this important reservoir – a source of knowledge and research
– on Latin America. These deserve a specific essay, particularly on the artists’ books,
considering the amount of material in both archives, since their sources and references,
covering specific periods and moments of production and debate on visual culture in
the continent, are more complete and representative than the works in the Collection.
They cover a wider range of authors and a broader temporal and conceptual framework
of the museum than the nearly  works in the Latin American category, offering pos-
sibilities for more in-depth, historical and reflective understanding by enabling access
to many diverse records of the context and the processes that led to the production of
those works.*

An example of the quality of these collections is the extensive set of documents and
publications collected by the Centro de Arte y Comunicación (CAYC, Buenos Aires,
–), by artist Edgardo Antonio Vigo (active in La Plata between  and )
and by Espaço NO (Porto Alegre, –). They record intense cultural and political
movement at a precise time and region, the centre of the Southern Cone from the sixties
to the eighties, and make for a magnificent collection regarding issues such as language
and communication, visual poetry, Conceptual art, new technologies, and art and poli-
tics. In addition, they are joined by the pioneering and radical Tucumán Arde archive of 
the Grupo de artistas de vanguardia (Buenos Aires, –), today a landmark in the
history of art and politics and also a highlight of the museum’s Collection. It is a fun-
damental beacon, an important point of reference for artists and collectives engaged in
the process of making art a strategy of action and allowing the artist to play a leading
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role in the transformation of society. Apart from its historical significance, the ever-
present potency of these documents is revealed as it unfolds into contemporary works
such as El mundo explicado, São Paulo, Barcelona, ‒ (I) (–) by Erick
Beltrán, El cocodrilo de Humboldt no es el cocodrilo de Hegel () by José Alejandro 
Restrepo or Proyecto Niágara () by Roberto Obregón and parts of the series Inserções
em circuitos ideológicos (–) by Cildo Meireles. Together, these works and docu-
ments outline a consistent narrative, affirming the production’s own original intelligence
in the institutional circuit.
These holdings are unique parts of the museum’s Collection. Perhaps for this reason,

they should be considered a priority among its programmes and projects, as there is
still much to be done, both from the perspective of history and documentation and from
the perspective of artistic production and growth of the Collection. It is about giving
continuity to the work of collection, research, documentation and completion of the
holdings available in the museum because they record the processes of contemporary
artistic practices, articulating the Latin American narrative within the greater narrative
of MACBA.

Ivo Mesquita is an independent researcher and curator. He lives and works in São Paulo.

* In this regard, I recommend reading the text ‘Artwork or document? Latin American materials at the
Study Centre of the Museum of Contemporary Art of Barcelona (MACBA)’ by Mela Dávila Freire and
Pamela Sepúlveda Arancibia (Art Libraries Journal /, October , pp. –). It describes the
creation of this Latin American collection, its core and its relationship with the Collection. Indeed, 
the holdings have only grown ever since.
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